Walking in the Valley

Using this leaflet all walkers, from the experienced to beginner can find routes to suit them through Bishopston Valley and on to the coast path at Pwll Du Bay. The walks can include the hidden beauty of Bishopston Valley’s woodlands and meadows with a visit to one of Gower’s most remote and secluded beaches. Rather than indicate a particular route for you to follow we have shown all the rights of way in the valley and some of the other paths around the valley so that you can choose your own route. There are also a number of circular walks you may like to take. There is signage throughout the valley. The Wales Coast Path runs behind Pwll Du Bay. You can use it for longer circular walks via the Pen Du Head or Brandy Cove. The 870 mile Wales Coast Path runs along the entire coastline of Wales.

Gower Coast Walks

Terrain: Some of the paths are steep, muddy, slippery or uneven. The section of path marked in red on the plan can be especially challenging as it runs along the riverbed. Most of the time the river flows underground beneath this section but it rises and floods the path after sustained rainfall.

Safety: Please take care when walking in the valley, enjoy and view the caves from outside their entrances it is extremely dangerous to enter any cave. Some of the paths run along river beds which may be impassable after periods of heavy rain. Mobile phone coverage is generally unavailable.

Toilets: There are no public toilets serving this area.

Refreshments: There are several pubs in Bishopston and Kilte, and shops at Pyle, Kilte and Bishopston.

Countryside Code: Keep dogs on a lead when near livestock or breeding birds. Leave gates as you find them and take your litter home with you.
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Bishopston Valley

Bishopston Valley is a hidden, steep-sided river valley with a long and secretive history, amazing geology and rare plants and wildlife. The National Trust who currently manage the site, acquired most of it in 1954 and the remainder in 1983 by Deed of Gift.

The valley, which runs from Kilte in the north to Pwll Du Bay in the south makes up part of the Pen Du Head and Bishopston Valley Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).

The steep valley is mainly covered by ancient woodland. Ancient means that this woodland was in existence before 1600 and is the nearest thing remaining to primavial forest. The trees are mostly ash and oak with a hazel understorey; the rare wild-service tree and small leaved lime can also be found. Several areas of the valley are being brought back into coppice rotation to improve biodiversity.

In the north the valley sides and floor are strewn with mossy limestone boulders. Bishopston Pit runs underground through the top part of the valley and emerges half way down to run overground for the remainder. The stream is connected to the surface by a series of swallow holes or windows such as Guzzle Hole where water can be heard and seen all year round. After heavy rain the stream runs overground and disappears down a series of swallow holes ending at Daw Pit. In flood conditions Daw Pit can fill with water and overflow, with the stream flooding the whole of the valley.

Coppicing

Coppicing is an ancient woodland management system traditionally used to produce timber, but which also supports a wide variety of woodland flora and fauna - such as dormice, bluebells, wood anemones, speckled wood butterflies and tawny owls.

Woodland ecosystems have a structure, the tall canopy trees such as ash and oak, an understorey of shrubs like hazel and holly, and the ground flora such as wild garlic and bluebells. It is the understorey that is coppiced. Many British trees have the ability to produce lots of new stumps when they are cut against the ground. Any tree species which has the ability to regenerate after being cut can be coppiced, but in the valley it is naturally occurring hazel that is mainly used. Light is very important when managing coppice. If too much light hits the ground then brambles take over and the ground flora suffers - too little and the cut trees cannot regenerate. To manage this, a number of tall canopy trees are left uncut to provide just the right amount of shade.

The coppiced stumps - known as stools are left to grow their many new shoots for a number of years until the required thickness is achieved. Then an area - known as a coupe will once again be cut, after five, ten or fifteen years. By having adjacent couples of different age structure the wildlife of the valley gets most benefit and variety.

Pwll-Du Bay

Due to the difficult vehicular access to Pwll-Du (or ‘black pool’) Bay it is one of the most secluded and quiet bays on Gower, accessible to the public only on foot, horseback or bicycle.

It is therefore difficult to believe that it was once a busy place, industrial even. For centuries the remoteness of the bay lead to it being a favourite haunt of smugglers, who brought in tobacco and tea from Ireland and Brandy from France.

Later limestone was quarried here on a huge scale, loaded into boats that were even. For centuries the remoteness of the bay lead to it being a favourite haunt of smugglers, who brought in tobacco and tea from Ireland and Brandy from France.

Later limestone was quarried here on a huge scale, loaded into boats that were needed refreshment. At one time there were two pubs here, the Ship and the Beaufort, helping to provide this refreshment. As the lime industry needed refreshment. At one time there were two pubs here, the Ship and the Beaufort, helping to provide this refreshment. As the lime industry

There is so much to look out for in the valley, including historic features such as an Iron Age Promontory Fort and the Long Ash Silver / Lead Mine, caves and holes, such as Culver Pit, carved out in the limestone by water gushing through gaps in the valley and emerging half way down to run overground for the remainder. The stream is connected to the surface by a series of swallow holes or windows such as Guzzle Hole where water can be heard and seen all year round. After heavy rain the stream runs overground and disappears down a series of swallow holes ending at Daw Pit. In flood conditions Daw Pit can fill with water and overflow, with the stream flooding the whole of the valley.

The steep valley is mainly covered by ancient woodland. Ancient means that this woodland was in existence before 1600 and is the nearest thing remaining to primavial forest. The trees are mostly ash and oak with a hazel understorey; the rare wild-service tree and small leaved lime can also be found. Several areas of the valley are being brought back into coppice rotation to improve biodiversity.

In the north the valley sides and floor are strewn with mossy limestone boulders. Bishopston Pit runs underground through the top part of the valley and emerges half way down to run overground for the remainder. The stream is connected to the surface by a series of swallow holes or windows such as Guzzle Hole where water can be heard and seen all year round. After heavy rain the stream runs overground and disappears down a series of swallow holes ending at Daw Pit. In flood conditions Daw Pit can fill with water and overflow, with the stream flooding the whole of the valley.
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